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HELLO! UK
Since its launch in 1988, HELLO! has been
a household name known for its exclusive
access to the stars, accurate reporting,
beautiful picture-led features and its awardwinning publishing philsophy centred on
kindness and respect.
HELLO! features exclusive interviews,
uplifting coverage and world-class reporting
of showbiz and historic events. It also has
an aspirational lifestyle section showcasing
the latest in fashion, beauty, health, food,
interiors and entertainment.

› REACHES MORE THAN 500,000
ADULTS IN THE UK EVERY WEEK
› EXPORTED TO MORE THAN 60
COUNTRIES

OUR AUDIENCE
HELLO! readers are switched on
to the world and innately aware
of their surroundings. They make
decisions deliberately and, while
they’re at very different stages
of life, their attitudes, values
and aspirations are fiercely and
unapologetically similar.
The focus for the modern woman

›
›
›
›

ABC1: 66%
AGE 18 TO 34: 23%
AGE 35 TO 54: 39%
AGE 55 AND ABOVE: 35%

in today’s climate has shifted, from
the “you can have it all” to the
“we’ll choose” approach. They’re
reinventing themselves and proudly
owning success on their own terms,
in their family, career and social
lives. HELLO! is the brand already
successfully connecting with this
audience.

HELLO!
EMBRACES
1 AUDIENCE
FROM 18
TO 55+

C I R C U L AT I O N
HELLO! remains Number 1 in its
competitive set (Celebrity Weeklies),
and increased its lead over its nearest
competitor by 76,765 copies in 2021.

176,048
TOTAL ABC

485,000

AVERAGE ISSUE READERSHIP

26,101
SUBSCRIBERS

SOURCES: PAMCO 4 2021; ABC JAN-DEC 2021

M U LT I - P L AT F O R M O F F E R I N G
HELLO! delivers quality content, offering brand-integrated advertising
opportunites across all print, online and social media channels.

SOCIAL
MEDIA

ONLINE

2.1M

190,400

1M

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

TIKTOK

41 1,000

55,000

INSTAGRAM

PINTEREST

40M
WORLDWIDE UNIQUE USERS

14.5M
UK UNIQUE USERS

DIGITAL
EDITION

31,21 1
SUBSCRIBERS

PAMCO BRIDGE 4 2021, GOOGLE ANALYTICS JANUARY 2022, APPLE NEWS DEC 2021, SOCIAL
PLATFORMS JAN 2021.
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‘Any achievement
that I’ve succeeded
in is the result of my
mantra, which is
basically be on
time and don’t be
an ass’ Dame Helen

CROWNED THE QUEEN OF HOLLYWOOD

VERSION

DAME HELEN MIRREN

REPRO OP

IS THE TOAST OF THE S.A.G. AWARDS
AS A-LIST STARS GATHER FOR A
NIGHT FULL OF GLITZ AND GLAMOUR

SUBS
ART

EDITORIAL PILLARS

PRODUCTION
CLIENT

Dame Helen (above) tells the A-list
audience at the awards (left) how
she feels humbled by her prize,
after a tribute by Cate Blanchett
(above with Helen)
here was a big, warm welcome
T
return to high-octane glamour
last week at the Screen Actors
Guild Awards in Los Angeles.
On a night when Hollywood
honours its talent, attendees
including Nicole Kidman, Cate
Blanchett, Lady Gaga and Will
Smith pulled out all the stops
to celebrate an event that was
dazzling, glitzy and stylish.
“I’m just really honoured to be
here,” said Lady Gaga. “This is a
beautiful night where we all get
to celebrate art together and
celebrate each other.”
REIGNING SUPREME
Dame Helen Mirren was queen of
Hollywood for the night as she
was honoured with a Lifetime
Achievement award, looking a
vision in a custom pink silk crepe
gown by Dolce & Gabbana with
matching headband.
Other notable honours were
given to Will Smith, who received
his first SAG, winning Best Male
Actor in a Leading Role for his
performance as Richard Williams
in tennis biopic King Richard; and
Jessica Chastain, who won Best
Female Actor in a Leading Role
for her portrayal of the US
televangelist title character in The
Eyes of Tammy Faye.
But there were plenty of winners
in the fashion stakes too, with
styles replicating the classic

6

ROYALTY
HELLO! UK is often the only magazine
invited to attend events and overseas trips
that go up close with the British Royal
family. This long-standing relationship
establishes HELLO! as the go-to title for
royal coverage around the world.
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ENJOYING A ‘BEAUTIFUL LOVE STORY’ WITH BEN AFFLECK

‘We’re older, we’re
smarter, we have
more experience,
we’re at different
places in our lives’

VERSION

JENNIFER LOPEZ
Jennifer and Ben
on the red carpet
in Venice last year

he plays a pop star who struggles
S
to find love in her latest film.
And, not surprisingly, Jennifer Lopez
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PRODUCTION
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took some inspiration from her own
romantic history when it came to
preparing for Marry Me, in which she
stars with Owen Wilson.
The multi-talented actress, singer,
dancer and TV host last year reunited
with Hollywood star Ben Affleck, 18
years after they called off their
wedding at the last minute, and has
described how her past helped shape
her screen character.
“It was a little cathartic for me,
yes,” she said of taking on the
lead role of Kat, a pop star who
spontaneously marries a fan – played
by Owen – after finding her fiancé
has been cheating on her.
“I was playing myself and some of
her emotions involved with trying to
find love and find a person who
understands and accepts Kat for all
of what her life is – that really is what
the movie is about. It’s about finding
a perfect match, but not what people
would think is her perfect match.”
SECOND CHANCES
Since Jennifer, 52, reunited with
actor and director Ben, shortly after
her engagement to sports star Alex
Rodriguez broke down, they have
become one of the hottest couples in
Hollywood. But first they had to
learn to trust each other again and
contemplate eventually blending
their two families: Ben, 49, has three
children from his marriage to

Jennifer Garner while Jennifer
Lopez’s twins Max and Emme from
her third marriage, to singer Marc
Anthony, turn 14 this month.
“We’re older now, we’re smarter,
we have more experience, we’re at
different places in our lives, we have
kids now, and we have to be very
conscious of those things,” she has
said. “We’re so protective because it
is such a beautiful time for all of us.”
But in the end, she had to take the
plunge into romance. “Like Kat says
in the movie, sometimes you have to
take a leap off a cliff and just know…
that you are going to fly and that you
might not hit the bottom,” she says.
“I think that is what happens to Kat
and I believe that very much too.”
Indeed, she recently described
her relationship with Ben as
“beautiful”. “I feel so lucky and happy
and proud to be with him. It’s a
beautiful love story that we got a
second chance.”
Colombian singer Maluma makes
his acting debut in Marry Me. And
Jennifer says she helped pick him for
the part. “We needed an international
superstar,” she said. “A lot of names
like Adam Levine, Drake and John
Mayer came up and any of them
could have played the part, but I was
like: ‘Why don’t we get a Latino? Why
don’t we get a global superstar?’ I
brought up Maluma’s name and
some people knew him and some
people didn’t. Then they met him
and everybody fell in love with him.”
She also relished the chance of

QUOTES: KATIE ELLIS/FEATS. PHOTOS: GETTY IMAGES. JENNIFER LOPEZ. UNIVERSAL STUDIOS
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IS PERFECTLY QUALIFIED FOR HER NEW MOVIE ROLE
AS A MUSIC STAR IN A SURPRISE ROMANCE
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making an album with Maluma to
accompany the movie. “I really
wanted to make an English and
Spanish soundtrack, a Spanglish
movie album, because I feel like that
is something that hasn’t been done
for a mainstream American movie.
“That was part of the reason but
Maluma was just the perfect person
to do this with. This was his very first
movie but he did a great job. We had
such great musical chemistry that we
wound up doing even more songs
after the movie.”
MARRIAGE MATERIAL
Working with Wedding Crashers star
Owen was also a joy. “He’s a beautiful
human being,” she said. “We had the
best time working together. We both
had a lot of respect for each other.
“When I saw the film I was like:
‘Wow!’ Because I think we have such
a natural chemistry that comes
through. I’m really happy about that.
“I think Owen is magnificent in the
film. He grounds the whole entire
thing. I can’t say enough wonderful
things about him.”
Despite her hugely successful
career and being one of the most
famous women in the world, she is
still the same “Jenny from the Block”,
insists Bronx-born Jennifer. “Where I
came from has always kept me very
grounded. I don’t feel any different
than that person. I’m still the same,
I’ve just done things with my life and
it has expanded and grown. But
I’m still the same human being.” H

RED CARPET

In Marry Me, the grand wedding of Jennifer’s character Kat hits an
unexpected hitch in more ways than one as s he marries a fan played by
Owen Wilson (below and right) on the spur of the moment
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AS STARS HIT THE RED CARPET FOR
VERSION

THE BRIT AWARDS

REPRO OP

ADELE FEELS THE LOVE AS
SHE RULES THE NIGHT

‘I understand this
award’s name has
changed but I love
being a female
artist!’ Adele
he Brits may be one of the most starT
studded events of the year but, in the
end, the night really only belonged to Adele.

SUBS
ART
PRODUCTION

The British-born singer jetted in from Los
Angeles to attend this year’s annual music
ceremony, held at London’s O2 arena, where
she stole the show with a breathtaking live
performance before picking up three of the
biggest awards of the night.
Fourteen years after she was the winner of
the Critics’ Choice award – recognising
emerging talent – the singer channelled oldstyle Hollywood glamour in her three outfits,
including a gold Valentino dress and dramatic
black Armani Privé gown. She also sparked
rumours she was engaged to her beau Rich
Paul by wearing a gigantic diamond ring on
the fourth finger of her left hand.
After dazzling on the red carpet, the
33-year-old singer picked up the Song of the
Year prize for her hit Easy on Me before also
winning Album of the Year for 30.

CLIENT

s

MAKING A STATEMENT
When she gave her acceptance speech for
the Artist of the Year prize, she had her own
take on the end of Best Male and Female
prizes in favour of the genderless category: “I
understand why the name of this award has
changed but I love being a woman and being
a female artist, I do. I am really proud of us.”
The ceremony saw stars from all over the
world pose on the red carpet in a variety of
stylish and outrageous outfits, including cohost Maya Jama, who opted for a barely-there
black top and skirt, with singer Anne-Marie
matching her in a similarly revealing top.
The night’s proceedings kicked off with
host Mo Gilligan entering the arena on a
bike before Ed Sheeran, who brought along
his wife Cherry for a rare night out together,
kicked off the show with a performance of
his hit song Bad Habits.
He was followed by Anne-Marie, who
stumbled while walking down steps

BRITS Laura, 1
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HELLO! interviews the A-list on the red
carpet and reports from behind-the-scenes
at the most prestigious awards, premieres
and glamorous parties. Content (including
video) appears online and on social
media within minutes, with print coverage
appearing in the following issue.

CELEBRITY
In every issue HELLO! offers detailed
reporting and a true insight in to the
world of celebrity - from news to exclusive
interviews.
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NO CURLER
REQUIRED
4. Milk Makeup Rise
Mascara, £24. From
cultbeauty.co.uk
✶ Wavy bristles lift, lengthen
and bulk up your lash line,
delivering a clump-free,
smudge-free finish. Sign us up.

VOLUME BOOSTERS
7. MAC Stack Mascara Mega
Brush, £26. Visit maccosmetics.
co.uk
✶ Offering buildable volume from
the first swipe, the large spoolie
has staggered, petal-shaped
bristles to ensure definition from
every angle.

COMPILED BY CHARLOTTE JOLLY & KATE LOCKETT. PHOTOS: IMAXTREE

6. Clinique Zero Gravity
High Impact Mascara,
£22. Visit clinique.co.uk
✶ For flattering, fannedout lashes, upgrade to
this gel formula
containing featherlight,
flexible polymers to
guarantee an all-day
upturned look.

Don't underestimate the lashplumping, eye-brightening
powers of a good mascara to
pull your look together
92

8. L’Oréal Paris Air Volume Mega
Black, £12.99. From Boots
✶ Loved by Beyoncé’s make-up
artist Sir John. Take your lashes to
new heights without risking
spider-like results with this wand
and its tightly packed bristles.
9. Byredo Astronomical Mascara,
£37. Visit byredo.com
✶ A one-sweep wonder that lives
up to its name. For seriously
loaded lashes, its silicone bristles
and mostly natural formula fattens
and elongates every hair.
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Do you have any favourite fitness accessories?
“I’ve got my yoga bands that I use to stretch my
legs, hips and lower back. You can take them
anywhere, put it round one foot and you are
good to go. Flexibility is the key to fitness.
You’ve got to stay flexible in life so you can
move freely and frequently, as I tend to myself
– I rarely stay still.
“My sister got me a yoga block and mat for
Christmas, so I use that. That’s what I love
about yoga, you can do it anywhere.
Sometimes when I am going to bed, after I’ve
cleansed my face and cleaned my teeth and
I’ve got a spare ten minutes, I get down on the
bathroom mat and have a stretch because I
know it’s beneficial, I’ll sleep better.
“It’s good for us to stretch and yoga is like an
internal massage for your organs, not just for
your muscles. It’s a great all-over programme.”

INTERVIEW: KATE LOCKETT. PHOTO: VITABIOTICS

How do you look after your general wellbeing?
“If we don’t look after ourselves, we can’t look
after the people in our lives, and we are muchneeded. It’s important to look after ourselves
through nutrition because that’s how we
strengthen our immune system against disease
and viruses. The meals I cook tend to be pretty
healthy – kids have fickle appetites, but I enjoy
rising to the challenge.
“I take my Wellwoman gummies every day
because that’s one box ticked and I know I’ve
received those nutrients that give me energy
and keep me strong. They contain zinc, iron
and vitamins D and B6 and 12 for energy.
“I remind myself to drink water because if
I don’t, I get a headache, I get tired and my
skin feels tight and dry. Also, I swear by
ginger. I make ginger tea at home and have

Anine Bing Jeremy
baseball cap, €49
(approx. £41). Visit
aninebing.com

Reebok x Victoria
Beckham windbreaker,
£179. Visit reebok.co.uk
H&M baseball
jacket, £34.99.
Visit hm.com

TESS’S TOP
WELLNESS TIPS

Do you have a signature dish?
“My fajitas are quite in demand at the
moment and I make a mean turkey cottage pie
– I don’t really cook with red meat because I
don’t particularly enjoy it myself. I might do
the occasional steak, but I’ve
not
eaten redpalm,
LOE
sweatshirt
meat since I was in my teens. I don’t
it.
£85;miss
sweatpant
I’m not claiming to be a saint, I just
enjoy
palm,
£85 Visit
nutritional meals.
lifeofeaselondon.com
“I do have a sweet tooth, though – chocolate
is part of my life! – and I made the most
delicious Victoria sponge at the weekend.
“I try to look after myself through diet, not
by dieting. I don’t believe in diets. For me, it
would never work: once I start depriving myself
of what I fancy, then that’s not going to work
long term. For me, it’s more about moderation;
it’s a more realistic lifestyle to maintain.”

PE Nation Grand Stand
sports bra, £49.99.
From zalando.com

Team your
sweatpants with a
pair of dressy heels
for catwalk-inspired
glamour

Tisserand Sleep Better Oil
Roller Ball, £5.59. From
Holland & Barrett

Do you sleep well?
“Seven hours is a good night’s sleep for me.
I can run on about six hours of sleep quite
happily – I probably don’t get enough. I’m
early to rise and late to bed usually, which is a
bit naughty. I’m always keen to get up and
seize the day.
“I stay off
‘Claudia can nap anywhere
devices at least 20
minutes before
and I think that’s a great skill
bed and try to
to have. Vernon’s the same’
read a book
instead, because
that makes me sleepy and I love that feeling of
drifting off. I always try to spend at least ten
minutes winding down before I get into bed,
Adanola tote, £27.99.
otherwise I find it harder to switch off.
Visit adanola.com
“If I really can’t sleep I might have a

SPORTS
DAY
From
Domyos luxe
Strengthzip-up
Training
Resistance Band, £6.99.
jackets
to cosy
From decathlon.co.uk
cotton tracksuits,
dress down – for
the ultimate in
comfort and style

What’s the best health or fitness advice you’ve
received and who gave it to you?
“Claudia [Winkleman, Tess’s co-host on Strictly]
takes a nap everyday. She can literally nap
anywhere and I think that’s a great skill to have.
Vernon’s the same, he can sleep anywhere.
“I’ve tried. It works for her, my husband and
loads of people I know, but maybe I’ll get with
that programme soon.”

Vitabiotics Wellwoman
Multi-VitaminAdidas
Gummies,
Ozweego, £90.
£15. From
Boots
Visit
adidas.co.uk
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Zara striped jogging
trousers, £25.99.
Visit zara.com

Me+Em colour block
track pants, £185.
Visit meandem.com
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SHOP THE LOOK
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With its big, bold prints and bright
colours, designer Tabitha Webb’s
renovated country home is a slice
of Americana in Hampshire

REPRO OP

REPRO OP

FASHION
HOUSE

Quail zebra vase,
£63. From trouva.com

PRODUCTION

PRODUCTION

Mood Living
Verona pendant
light, £69. From
cultfurniture.com

CLIENT

CLIENT

The downstairs
bathroom features a
swan print from Tabitha’s
fashion collection, while
leopard-print linen from
her homeware range
makes for a glorious
clash of prints (above)

fter living in Chicago until
she was ten and spending a
year in Miami in her early
20s, Tabitha Webb adores all
things America. So it is no

hello!. “No one else would have moved
straight in, they’d have renovated first. But I
was ten days away from giving birth and just
needed to be in.”
Renovation work began six weeks before the

But that still didn’t stop her from launching
her first bedlinen line with John Lewis, which
is also sold on Amara. “It added to our whole
home portfolio. I love interiors and would love
to focus more on it than fashion these days.”

EWIS

The kitchen, with its
Miami-inspired palette
and Lee Broom pendant
lights, is a mix of US and
UK. Tabitha shows the
power of plants and
prints in a floral shirt
from her own label and
a wallpaper mural by
Iksel Decorative Arts (left)

She’s a big fan of US interior
‘A house tells a
decorator Jonathan Adler, who
made her canary-yellow sofa, while story about you.
Love Your Home gingham chairs
Put in the things
in pink and blue sit around the
you love – stuff
kitchen table.
For accessories, she heads to
from your travels’
Graham & Green, while she
praises her mother-in-law for the
African trinkets in her home,
which Tabitha adds to with finds from the
markets when visiting Gavin’s family.
“I don’t want my home to look like an
Instagram house. Everyone now has the
same rugs and everyone’s houses are
starting to look the same. I’m desperately
trying to not do that,” she says.
Her advice for others completely
renovating their home is not to lose steam.
“When you reach the point you start saying:
‘Fine, that will do’ – don’t! I gave in to my

Graham & Green set of
two framed palm tree
prints, £79. Visit
grahamandgreen.co.uk
Sass & Belle geometric
planter, £21.95. From
thenorthernline.co.uk

LIVING
FOOD ❘

ART

ART

Perch & Parrow
Newport
mirror, £125.
Visit perchand
parrow.com
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ORIENT
EXPRESS
This Chinese New
Year there's no need
to wait for a delivery.
Simply re-create
your favourite dishes
at home using stepby-step recipes from
chef and TV and
radio personality
Kwoklyn Wan’s
10 Minute Chinese
Takeaway

C U LT U R E

❘

R EV I EWS

❘

T R AV E L

LS COOKERY Chinese, 1
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What would you like to achieve in 2022?
“One of the most important questions we can
ask ourselves is: ‘Are we happy?’ and I am. So
I’d like it to stay that way. Maybe it’s not about
achieving different things, but maintaining
that. Career-wise, it’s going to be a busy year.”
Laura Whitmore x Dare 2b edit is available from
Tuesday. Visit dare2b.com.

LIFESTYLE
Energy Boosters

One in four of us felt stressed over
Christmas, according to a YouGov survey,
and stress can have a big impact on energy
levels. There are ways to beat the January
slump, however, starting with (1) Kalms
Rhodiola (£9.99. Visit kalmsrange.com).
This herbal medicine can help you deal
with physical and mental stress without the
overbearing weariness.
If you’re edging towards burnout and
feel the brain fog hitting, (2) Biocol
Something for the Knackered (£18, from
johnbellcroyden.co.uk) is a dynamic
combination of magnesium to energise
and ginseng to bolster cognitive function.
As Brits, we know the calming effect of
making tea. But instead of a traditional
cuppa, try (3) Tea + Tonic White Mint
High Spirits Wellness Tea bags (£14.50;
visit teaandtonic.co.uk), a blend of white
tea, eucalyptus and peppermint to balance
stress and refresh your mind. It tastes
more delicious with each sip.

HELLO!’s fresh, informative and stylistic
Lifestyle section not only showcases the
latest in fashion and beauty, but also brings
inspiring interiors, health news, mouthwatering recipes and entertainment reviews
for the week ahead.
99
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Fashion is present throughout every issue including interviews with the fashion elite,
catwalk inspiration, stunning photo-shoots
and high-street edits.
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Do you have a daily mantra?
“The lyric from Wilson Phillips’s Hold On: ‘No
one can change life except for you.’ I used to
have it written on a chalkboard in my flat in
Camden. It reminds me, if I ever feel sad or
down, to take back control, do something
about it if I can.”

Being kind doesn’t just benefit others, it can
give you a good dose of the happy hormone
oxytocin, too. Now hello! editor in chief Rosie
Nixon has brought together a host of tips on
how to improve your wellbeing and embrace
positive thinking in her new book Be Kind. Full
of anecdotes and quotes from famous faces
including Sarah, Duchess of York, Katie Piper
and Holly Willoughby, it encourages us to be
kind to ourselves and others.
Clinical psychologist Dr Julie Smith
emphasises the importance of self-compassion,
too, saying: “The way you speak to yourself
matters. [It is] a necessity and one of the most
vital tools for maintaining good mental
wellbeing. We can’t flourish without it.”

FASHION

7 Days Active
Monday jogging
bottoms, £120.
From selfridges.com

Rotate
designers
Jeanette Madsen
and Thora Valdimars
in Copenhagen (above)
and (left) Hailey
Bieber steps out
in LA

Moju Ginger Shot 60ml,
£1.90. From Sainsbury’s

melatonin supplement, but that’s usually if I’ve
been travelling or something has kept me up
the night before. I don’t do it regularly
because I don’t want it to interrupt my normal
sleep pattern. I’d rather be awake than asleep.
“I’m obsessed with pillow mists and lavender
rubbed on your pulse points. That really works
and it makes you sleepy.”
What’s the essential part of your daily routine?
“That first cup of tea, and spending time as a
family around the dinner table. It’s really
important to me because that’s when the kids
open up about what’s going on in their lives –
about any issues or worries or concerns they
have – when we sit down together as a family
and share that time. That’s how I grew up
and it’s a tradition we won’t be dropping any
time soon.”

FASHION

Boss

REPRO OP
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Tess, how do you carve out time for yourself?
“It’s challenging to find a window, but when
I do make that little bit of time, I get up 30
minutes earlier than the rest of the family,
around 6.15am. That first cup of tea in the
morning – it takes me back to myself and

How do you keep in shape?
“I work out a couple of times a week with a
trainer, sometimes three if I’ve got time. He is
really patient and he doesn’t take any of my
excuses – even when I try to engage him in
conversation so we can stand still a bit longer!
He motivates me to move and I need that
person, otherwise I’d make up an excuse not
to go to the gym. In my mind there’s always
something more important.”

it pretty much every day. I swear it chases away
any ailment.”

BLACK YELLOW MAGENTA CYAN

COMPILED BY RACHEL STORY. PHOTOS: GETTY IMAGES. IMAXTREE
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After holding down one of TV’s highest-profile
presenting jobs for 18 years, Tess Daly talks to
HELLO! about her fitness regime, surviving on six
hours’ sleep and finding time for herself

WELLBEING

Armani

VERSION

VERSION

DALY
RITUALS

spending a little time with myself, no phone,
just sitting quietly for five minutes, that is a
mindful moment. It sets me up for the day.
“If I’m feeling particularly energised, I
might do a ten-minute yoga stretch, but it does
take at least one cup of tea, maybe two, to fully
wake up.
“I try to find these little pockets in the day
when I’m not needed by everybody or ticking
off the to-do list to refuel the mind.”

Do you prefer to work out alone or do Vernon
and the girls join you?
“I’m constantly trying to get my girls to join in
with yoga! The big one is usually studying and
the little one is quite fascinated by it and
watches from the sidelines. She’s reluctant to
start the practice yet, but her interest is piqued
so I’m hopeful she’ll join in soon.”

S

he’s the glamorous host of Strictly
Come Dancing, wowing fans each
week with her gorgeous gowns. But
away from the glitz of the ballroom,
Tess Daly is like every other woman
trying to find time for herself.
“Every woman I know is juggling. We all
have busy lifestyles and we rarely take time for
ourselves,” says the 52-year-old mum of
Phoebe, 17, and Amber, 12, with husband and
fellow TV presenter Vernon Kay. “Women are
busy looking after everyone in their lives, but
we are often the last people on our lists.”
We caught up with Tess, an ambassador for
multivitamin supplement brand Wellwoman,
to find out her self-care tips…

What’s your exercise routine?
“I like working out in the morning – at nighttime, I’m too tired. I like to set myself up for

0123456789
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POWER OF KINDNESS

Be Kind by Rosie Nixon
(HarperCollins, £9.99 hardback)

Do you take any supplements?
“At certain times of the year, I have an extra bit
of vitamin C, like during the winter months to
keep my immune system up. Sometimes I
might do a shot of ginger or turmeric, which is
nice. I took vitamin C and vitamin D
supplements when I was breastfeeding, so it
depends on what is going on in my life.”
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EDITORIAL PILLARS

What’s the key to a happy, healthy lifestyle?
“Knowing that the most important opinion
anyone will have about you is yours. It’s really
important you have a good opinion of yourself
and be kind to yourself. Once you realise that,
it’s a game-changer.”

Tod’s
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helped, postbiotics could be
your next option. You can
increase the amount in your
gut by making sure your diet
contains pre and probiotic
foods, such as chicory,
asparagus, leeks, kimchi,
sourdough and kombucha.
Postbiotics are also starting
to appear in supplements, so
look out for butyrate, acetate
and lactic acid in the
ingredients list.

How do you stay motivated?
“Holding on to the feeling of how you will feel
afterwards is a good motivation. Life is about
balance. I love eating, good meals and wine. I
also love a cocktail. Sometimes I think: ‘If I do
a little workout, it will balance off the other
things I do which aren’t as good for me.’”

Laura, what’s your favourite piece in your edit?
“These black and white print leggings [right].
I love them because a lot of people tend to
wear black because it feels safe and
comfortable, but it’s nice to add in something
a bit different and fun. It’s a safe way of
introducing a pattern and something a bit
playful into your workout attire.
“I like to layer up the pieces I already have.
For yoga, I’ll wear something like the printed
pants and a bra top. I might start off with a
T-shirt and if I get warm, I can take it off. I’ll
wear the same thing if I’m going for a walk –
just put on a fleece and the jacket on top.
“Anything you get in your wardrobe should
be a staple that lasts. You can mix and match
and wear it in different ways for different types
of workouts, not just for one type.”

LS HEALTH Tess Daly

3. BBB London Iconic Tubing Mascara,
£22. Visit bbb-london.com
✶ There’s a new flexible, moulded
brush head to deliver this much-loved
formula, containing vitamins B and E
– like a leave-in conditioner for lashes.

She’s become one of our most successful TV
personalities, appearing on hit shows including
Love Island and Celebrity Juice. But Laura
Whitmore doesn’t set herself any goals.
“For me, it’s more important to have a
purpose,” she says. “You may not ever get to it,
but I think the journey – as clichéd and cheesy
as it sounds – is just as important.”
When it comes to getting fit, the 36-year-old
mum of Stevie Ré, with husband Iain Stirling,
prefers to listen to her body rather than set
herself a rigid exercise schedule.
“I do what feels right for myself. Some days
are harder than others and it’s important to
listen to your body. Exercise should elevate
your day as opposed to taking away from it.”
To mark her third edit for activewear brand
Dare 2B, hello! caught up with Laura to talk
about the new collection, her hopes for 2022
and her key to happiness…

COMPILED BY KATE LOCKETT. PHOTOS: GETTY IMAGES

5. Maybelline Colossal Curl
Bounce, £10.99. From Boots
✶ The arch of this cleverly
engineered wand catches
every hair and its quickdrying formula – which is like
lash hairspray – means no
curl drop all day.

2. YSL Lash Clash Extreme Volume
Mascara, £29. Visit yslbeauty.co.uk
✶ An innovative oil-in-water wax
formula with iris extract, known for its
antioxidant properties, to protect and
bolster your lashes.

FEEL-GOOD ST YLE
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1. Diego dalla Palma MyHappyToy
Mascara, £24. From lookfantastic.com
✶ This wand delivers two powerful
ingredients to your lash line; a biotin
complex to reduce lash loss and
moisturising panthenol to repair and
strengthen hairs.

Proenza Schouler
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NOURISHING
FORMULAS

symptoms of inflammation,
IBS and diarrhoea, as well as
lower blood sugar levels.
Alex Glover, senior
nutritionist at Holland &
Barrett, says: “They can help
to maintain our intestinal PH,
aid in the production of
immune cells and are
involved in a wide range of
physiological processes.”
If you have digestive issues
and probiotics haven’t

the day – a walk with the dog, going for a run
or some stretches or yoga at home.
“Exercise comes hand in hand with my
mental health. It’s me-time away from
everything. Having that space and time to do
something good for you, listening to your body
and checking in with yourself.”

LS FASHION Athletics

ART

Laura Whitmore talks balance and
holding on to happiness, plus we take a
look at a new book to spread kindness,
how to improve your gut health, and
supplements to beat the January slump

Isabel Marant

SUBS

Brush up on the best new high-performance
mascaras hitting the market

Gut Instinct
Good gut health is essential
for our overall wellbeing; we
know to take probiotics to
boost the good bacteria and
prebiotics to help it grow. But
what about postbiotics?
The latest trend for helping
gut health, postbiotics are the
bioactive waste product left by
the good bacteria after they
have digested and broken
down the prebiotics. They are
believed to help reduce

ino
Ermanno Scervino

REPRO OP

Health
Matters

Sportmax

Andreas Kronthaler for Vivienne Westwood

Az Factory

VERSION

VERSION

MAGIC
WANDS
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WELLBEING

Dare 2B See Results
sweater, £35;
Influential tights, £45.
Visit dare2b.com

LS HEALTH DPS Wellbeing
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BEAUTY

LS BEAUTY Mascaras
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BEAUTY
HELLO! delivers more beauty editorial every
month compared to many monthly titles
and features the latest products, celebrity
interviews, expert health advice as well as
tried and tested solutions.
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